Corporate Asset Recovery
Find unclaimed assets. Increase cash flow.
With PwC, it’s possible.

M&A. Restructuring. The sheer volume of day-to-day transactions. All can result in unclaimed property.

So where can you find it? And how can you claim it?
PwC works with you to make the process easier and less time consuming. We consistently recover property year over year for our clients. Corporate Asset Recovery can facilitate a company’s cash flow needs on a yearly basis.

Apply automation to the data

PwC’s proprietary technology, in the hands of digitally adept professionals, spares you the tedium and guesswork of locating and claiming property. What can you expect from our technology and our innovative approach?

Automated search
scans thousands of unclaimed property sources—not just state abandoned property—and leverages “fuzzy matching.”

Proprietary database
gives us exclusive access to 1+ million unclaimed property records (public and nonpublic) collected over 25 years.

Corporate Asset Recovery services technology

Customized reporting
gives the information you need about status and payments.

Client safeguards
provide intelligence that prevents you from claiming property for which you don’t have the right to claim.

first 18 months
$1M+ typically recovered for target client
Working together, you can obtain better results

We have 25+ years of experience recovering assets, based on our 2017 strategic acquisition of The Locator Services Group. We have relationships in all 50 state agencies.

What PwC can do for you

| We search every unclaimed property category, not just state held abandoned property, to increase the value of your recoveries. | We leverage a proprietary database that holds 25+ years of data—more data than any other asset recovery provider accesses. |
| We accelerate and automate the process with our unique technology platform. | We capture recoveries quickly. |
| We provide full transparency into the process, so you have confidence and peace of mind. | We can reduce impact from audits being triggered by considering your compliance history and individualizing your recoveries. |

Client: Fortune 1000 manufacturing company
Previously recovered in-house
Start-up time: 1-3 hours
On-going support: 1-2 hours/month
Amount recovered by PwC: $23.3M
15 year relationship with PwC

Client: Fortune 1000 telecommunications company
Previously outsourced to other providers
Start-up time: 1-3 hours
On-going support: 1-2 hours/month
Amount recovered by PwC: $15M
6 year relationship with PwC
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